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Abstract. The purpose of this paper is to introduce Condensed-Matter-Laboratory
(CML) application for simulating solids and nanostructures and calculating different
properties of them by density functional theory and using Green’s function theory in
tight-binding approximation to calculate phononic and spin dependent or indepen-
dent electronic properties of different systems. Also, it can be used for calculating
thermodynamic properties of solids and nanostructures using statistical mechanics.
The CML is a cross-platform application with a graphical user interface design that is
user-friendly and easy to work with. This application is written in c++ and fortran and
has parallel processing ability. To show flexibility of this application some reasons are
presented.
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1 Introduction
Many scientists are interested in the study of nanostructures and matters in solid state,
but there are many computational and mathematical challenges which cause to slow
progress in this way. Due to the wideness of the problems, the existence of packages
and applications will be a big help for scientific progress. Although, it can not be claimed
that a package can get answer to all issues, but we can pave the way for scientists via the
development of methods and algorithms. We are interested in the problems which are
widely used and still really interesting. In this field, people study their favorite problems
in many ways. Density functional theory is one of the most important methods in which
there are several methods and algorithms, and it is still developed by theoreticians and
frequently used by people. DFT is commonly applied to calculate the properties of an
infinite periodic arrangement of one or more atoms (the basis) repeated at each lattice
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2point that describes a highly ordered structure, occurring due to the intrinsic nature of
its constituents to form symmetric patterns.
Electron density is the main player in the DFT and the main rules of the game are the two
theorems of Hohenberg-Kohn and Kohn-Sham which were presented in 1964 and 1965.
The accuracy of different methods returns to energy terms and different approximations
which are added to the hamiltonian, like the exchange-correlation energy that contains
all the interacting terms together as a single term. The rest challenge now is to find out
how to express any parameters in terms of electron density and how to deal with the un-
known exchange-correlation energy term compatible for any different molecules, solids,
and materials.
One of the descriptions for XC energy in a parameterized format was done by Perdew
and Zunger (1981) and Perdew and Wang (1992) known as Local Density Approxima-
tion (LDA) and for spin polarized problems Local Spin-Polarized DensityApproximation
(LSDA). It has been one of the most commonly used functionals in the accomplishment
of the DFT before the Generalized Gradient Approximation (GGA) is formulated to gen-
erate more accurate XC functionals. Many different forms of GGA are named by their
authours who have proposed theories such as PW91 (Perdew et al. 1992, Perdew and
Wang 1992) and PBE (Perdew, Burke, and Ernzerhof 1996). These GGA or LDA function-
als are normally well tabulated and incorporated with the pseudo-potential files.
Another approach which is used prevalently is tight-binding. The tight-binding or linear
combination of the atomic orbitals (LCAO) method is a semi-empirical method that is
primarily used to calculate the band structure and single-particle Bloch states of a mate-
rial as Slater and Koster did in 1954. The semi-empirical tight-binding method is simple
and computationally very fast. It ,therefore, tends to be used in calculations of very large
systems, with more than around a few thousand atoms in the unit cell. There are a num-
ber of earlier reviews [1, 3, 4] that people working in this field should be aware of.
Also, we are strongly interested in calculating statistical properties of systems in both
electronic and phononic cases. The connection between any quantum system and ther-
modynamics is possible via statistical mechanics [5, 6]. There are so many thermal prop-
erties which are interesting for experimental scientists such as mean energy, free energy,
entropy and specific heat which have been formulated for bosons and fermions during
many years [7, 8].
The purpose of this essay is to introduce a new application for quantum simulation, it’s
name is Condensed Matter Laboratory (CML) and is also available for free download
at http://phdstu.du.ac.ir/m-nakhaee/cml. Cross-platform graphical user interface of CML is
written in c++ using native controls and emulates foreign functionality via wxWidgets†
tools library for GTK, MSWindows, andMacOS. Additional computational packages are
written in fortran 90. Also, BLAS‡ [9] and LAPACK§ [10] routines are used for matrix
multiplications, solving systems of simultaneous linear equations and eigenvalue prob-
†https://www.wxwidgets.org
‡http://www.netlib.org/blas
§http://www.netlib.org/lapack
3lems. To have high performance, portable implementation of Message-Passing-Interface
(MPI) [11] is applied to parallelize computations. For this suppose, we used MPICH¶.
For the moment, this compact accumulated outline may be sufficient, and the main struc-
ture of the CML application and important topics, including the newly calculated proper-
ties, would be explained in the rest of the paper. In each section, we report on the present
status of the approaches used in detail.
2 Construction of CML
However, variety of approaches and methods which an application uses, is a strength
point and sign of ability, but having a user-friendly environment can be use to help facil-
itate applying those approaches and methods and handle all attributes entirely.
Assembling projects in CML is dendriform (figure 1) in which nodes are called calcu-
lating boxes. Calculating boxes have an input connected to parent box and some outputs
connected to children. Boxes, due to their own kind, calculate some properties by in-
puts which comes from the parent and transmit ouputs to the children as inputs. Each
of these calculating boxes makes an important contribution to our understanding of the
whole project. Before considering howmuch CML is flexible and easy to use for the users,
it is worth mentioning that, assembling a problem in such a way intercepts reduplicative
calculations.
Figure 1: CML project for DFT process
As mentioned in section 1, some pre-requisites are necessary for running a typical
MPI job and controlling process placement by MPICH library on a set of connected com-
puters that work together via a machine file. It is noticeable that the mpirun command
doesn’t use the machine file located in the default location of the operating system. CML
works inclusively to set list of hosts on which to launch MPI processes. One needs to
specify IPs of the cluster’s computers and also the number of nodes of each computer
¶https://www.mpich.org
4in settings of CML. Note that CML applys these information just in the MPICH stan-
dard. CML has different boxes with different attributes and capabilities to do quantum
simulations which would be presented in the following.
2.1 Unit cell box
Unit cell is used to visually simplify the crystalline patterns solids arrange themselves in.
Having considered it is the least volume consuming repeating structure of any solid, it
is also reasonable to look at that is the most basic calculating box for DFT calculations.
One can unambiguously describes the unit cell by specifying direct lattice vectors and
the set of atomic positions, and kind of atoms. The variables which are presented in table
1, represent the unit cell calculating box’s attributes.
Unit Cell
Unit
unit
lattice constant
Unit cell group
~a1, ~a2, ~a3
α, β, γ
Unit cell atoms
List of atoms
Translate to center
Direct lattice viewport
Driver
Height
Width
Table 1: Unit Cell calculating box’s attributes
Viewport attribute contains some graphics drivers for different systems. One can set
atoms and variables and use the unit cell options or use available groups [12,13] (tabel 2)
to set vectors automatically for designing a solid and view the unit cell in the viewport.
Subsequently, the primitive cell will be calculated for any arbitrary unit-cell vectors.
1 Simple Cubic 8 Body-Centered Orthorhombic
2 Face-Centered Cubic 9 Base-Centered Orthorhombic
3 Body-Centered Cubic 10 Hexagonal
4 Tetragonal 11 Rhombohedral
5 Body-Centered Tetragonal 12 Monoclinic
6 Orthorhombic 13 Base-Centered Monoclinic
7 Face-Centered Orthorhombic 14 Triclinic
Table 2: Available groups in unit cell box
52.2 DFT box
Density functional theory (DFT), a theorywhich is currently omnipresent in our everyday
computational study of atoms and molecules, solids and nano-materials, and which lies
at the heart of modern many-body computational technologies. Whereas the discussion
in the section 2.1 shows that there is no use for the unit-cell calculating box on its own,
the DFT box plays an important role to propel project toward other objectives are sought.
DFT box gives us a bird’s-eye view of the density functional theory. There is however, a
further point to be considered. There is a broad range of issues lying at the foundations
of DFT which would be confusing to manage all options of this powerful theory and
actualy, there are several prudences and remarks that need to be noticed belonging to
different solids and matters. This subject requires experience and understanding of the
approaches and a much more in-depth discussion than is possible within the confines of
this paper. Anyway, the DFT calculating box’s attributes are presented in table 3.
DFT
Calculator
Solution Method
Exchange Correlation Method
Options
Mesh Cutoff
Electronic Temperature
k-grid Cutoff
Net Charge
Spin
Spin Polarized
Fix Spin
Total Spin
Atomic Orbital Sets Variables
Density Matrix Options
k-grid Monkhorst Pack
Active
Vectors
Mulliken Population Analysis Options
Table 3: DFT calculating box’s attributes
As mentioned in section 1, the second attribute (Exchange-CorrelationMethod) could
be LDA or GGA. Regardless how LDA and GGA numerically work, LDA considers ap-
proximations for the XC energy by accounting for the varying electron densities in a
system by assuming electrons see each other locally and GGA considers the electron
density and its gradient at a given point. By paying more attention to what happens
in actual practice before a theory is formulated, GGA would return better results than
6the LDA/LSDA description for XC energy. It is because of the LDA which has been be-
coming less popular and is often considered old-fashioned since the GGA coming, which
generally describes the XC energy more accurately.
2.3 Band Structure Box
Band structure box refers to the electronic band structure of a solid which describes the
range of energies that an electron within the solid may have and the ranges of energy
that it can not have. There are different methods to calculate band structure, but in CML
this box has the receptivity of the DFT, Optimization or Tight-binding boxes as a parent.
Band Structure box, due to it’s parent choose a compatible approach to calculate eigenen-
ergies of the system which was defined in parrent box for each spin. Band Structure box
contains properties which are presented in table 4. The box needs to be initialized by the
user for starting the calculation process.
Band structure
k-points
List of k-points
k-mesh
Tight-binding options
Minimum
Maximum
k-mesh
Accuracy
Reciprocal lattice viewport
Driver
Height
Width
Plotter
Spin Up
Spin Down
Total
Table 4: Band structure calculating box’s attributes
One should have known enough about reciprocal lattice to choose a suitable set of
k-points to achieve the best results. The third attribute in table 4 will calculate brillouin
zone for any arbitrary unit-cell vectors which are described in the parent.
When it is connected to DFT or Optimization boxes, this box uses siesta library to op-
timize the system and calculate the band structure otherwise it uses the utilities of the
CML written in fortran 90 using LAPACK library which are parallelized by MPI stan-
dard. Siestamethod started in 1995 [14] andwas coupled to several linear-scaling solvers,
and coded in the Siesta program in 1996 [15], a pioneer in linear-scaling DFT.
72.4 Density of States Box
The density of states function g(ǫ) is defined as the number of electronic states per unit
energy×volume, for electron energies at energy ǫ. Comparatively, in consonance with
electrons g(ω) is defined as the number of phononic modes, for phonon modes at fre-
quency ω. The density of states function is important for calculations of the effects based
on the band theory like transition probability [16]. The actual transition probability de-
pends on how many states are available in both the initial and final energies. The band
structure is not a reliable guide here, since it only tells about the bands along high sym-
metry directions. What one needs is the full density of states across the whole Brillouin
zone, not just the special directions and has to sample the Brillouin zone evenly. Also,
it appears in calculations of conductivity where it presents the number of mobile states,
and in computing scattering rates where it presents the number of final states after scat-
tering in both of electrical and phononic cases [17, 18].
The parent of this calculating box could be Optimization, Tight-binding or Band struc-
ture boxes. With this comment, it is noteworthy to mention that the approach to calculate
the density of states depends on the parent’s kind chosen by the user. DOS box contains
properties presented in table 5.
Density of states
Options
Minimum Energy
Maximum Energy
Number of points
Broadening
Plotter
Spin Up
Spin Down
Total
Table 5: DOS calculating box’s attributes
DOS as a function of energy can be calculated by doing a sum of all bands over all
energies of k-vectors, using the following equation:
g(ǫ)=
1
Nk
∑
k
δ(ǫ−ǫk) (2.1)
where Nk is the total number of k-vectors covering the Brillouin zone. Simply using
the delta function as a counter gives a histogram for the DOS.
In the tight-binding approximation, this box needs the hamiltonian of the system (the
Tight-Binding calculating box outputs) to calculate the density of states g(ǫ) of the system
as follows:
g(ǫ)=−
1
π
ImTr(Gˆ) (2.2)
82.5 Tight-binding Box
Semi-empirical tight-binding method is an acceptable approximation to hide daintily all
information about eigenvectors behind a concept which is called hopping. The tight-
binding description eventually has progressed to treat systems containing up to thou-
sands of atoms and made computer experiments possible for many structures. Propo-
nents of tight-binding, have also developed several computational and theoretical meth-
ods to make computations faster. These days, the methods have been so successful in
both accuracy and efficiency that scientists are using them routinely in a wide range. In
CML, one is able to assemble three kinds of systems: Junctions, ribbons and molecules to
study. A junction system can be defined by the following hamiltonian:
H=


. . .
. . . 0 0 0 0 0
. . . HL11 VL10 0 0 0 0
0 V†L10 HL00 VLC 0 0 0
0 0 V†LC HC VCR 0 0
0 0 0 V†CR HR00 VR01 0
0 0 0 0 V†R01 HR11
. . .
0 0 0 0 0
. . .
. . .


(2.3)
in which Hα is the hamiltonian of the part α (Center, Left or Right) and Vαβ is the
coupling matrix between parts α and β. Also, for a ribbon we can define the hamiltonian
as fallows:
H=


. . .
. . . 0 0 0
. . . HC V 0 0
0 V† HC V 0
0 0 V† HC
. . .
0 0 0
. . .
. . .


(2.4)
for a molecule there is no coupling and the system can be defined by H=HC. In the
case of spin dependent electron, we need a standard for CML application in which we
suppose that the hamiltonian should be written as follows:
H=
(
H↑α V
↑↓
αα
V↓↑αα H
↓
α
)
(2.5)
All we need to define a tight-binding system comes in Table 6. One needs to set values
and put matrices in the condition appropriate to the start of defining system.
9Tight-binding
Calculator
Electronic
Phononic
Options
Spin Polarized
Kind of System
System
Left lead Matrix
Center Matrix
Right Lead Matrix
Left-Center Coupling Matrix
Center-Right Coupling Matrix
Inner Left Coupling Matrix
Inner Right Coupling Matrix
Table 6: Tight-binding calculating box’s attributes
2.6 Phonon Dispersion Box
The study of quantum of vibrational energy (phonon) is an important part of condensed
matter physics. The phonon has energy h¯ω and wave vector q with the frequency ωµ(q)
as a function of q known as the phonon dispersion relation in which µ refers to the dif-
ferent branches corresponding to the different frequency modes. The phonon dispersion
relation is periodic in the reciprocal lattice, as that of the electron, when a reciprocal lat-
tice vector is added to the q. All unique solutions are then obtained if q is restricted to
a cell in the reciprocal space which is usually chosen to be the first Brillouin zone as the
primitive cell. Phonons play a major role in many of the physical properties of condensed
matter, like thermal conductivity and electrical conductivity. To calculate the dispersion
of a periodic system we need to calculate eigenvalues of the equation
D(q)ψ(q)=ω2qψ(q) (2.6)
In which D(q) is the q dependent dynamical matrix of the system [18].
D(q)=Dc+VCRe
−iqR+VLCe
iqR (2.7)
In which Dc is the dynamical matrix of the center part and VCR is the coupling matrix
between the center and right unit cell. It should be noted that the hamiltonian must be
an hermitian matrix and so VCR is equal to V
†
LC. The Phonon-dispersion box contains
attributes presented in table 7.
By assembling the dynamical matrix in Tight-binding box by setting the attribute Cal-
culator 6 on phononic case, one is able to connect this box as a child of that. It is notable
that, the system of parent 6 must be set on the Ribbon.
10
Phonon Dispersion
Options
Minimum
Maximum
Number of points
Table 7: Phonon Dispersion calculating box’s attributes
2.7 Current Box
Understanding electricity is needed to know a wide variety of well-known effects, such
as lightning, static electricity and electromagnetic induction. One of them is an electric
current which is a flow of electric charge. Transmission through a junction has been
interesting for scientists to observe how electrons produce electric current when a bias
voltage is applied. Electronic or phononic current flowing from left to right through a
two-lead junction at different equilibrium potentials is given by the Landauer formula as
follows [19]:
I=
∫
h¯ω
2π
T(ω)( fL− fR)dω (2.8)
This box’s codes are written in fortran 90 using LAPACK library and it is able to
calculate in parallel mode. Current Box contains some properties which are presented in
table 8.
Current
Options
Minimum Voltage
Maximum Voltage
Number of points
Transmission
Minimum Energy
Maximum Energy
Number of points
Broadening
Accuracy
Plotter
Spin Up
Spin Down
Total
Table 8: Current calculating box’s attributes
2.8 Statistical Mechanics Box
In the grand canonical ensemble, the density operator ρˆ operates on a Hilbert space with
an indefinite number of particles. The density operator must ,therefore, commute not
11
only with the Hamiltonian operator Hˆ but also with a number operator nˆ whose eigen-
values are different for fermions and bosons. The precise form of the operator ρˆ can be
obtained as follows:
ρˆ=
1
Z
e−β(Hˆ−µnˆ) (2.9)
in which the grand canonical partition function Z applies to a grand canonical en-
semble and it would be defined in this way:
Z=Tr(e−β(Hˆ−µnˆ)) (2.10)
Z will be expanded in fermionic case and bosonic case differently. For systems of
identical femions and identical bosons, an exchange of particles does not change the
physical state. Therefore, the factor g( fnm) is just 1 for both kinds of systems. More-
over, the occupation number of a state characterized by n for a bosonic system would be
any number between 0 and N:
gnǫ =0,1,2,...,N (2.11)
For fermions, the Pauli exclusion principle forbids two identical particles from occu-
pying the same quantum state. This restricts the occupation numbers to be either 0 or
1:
gnǫ =0,1 (2.12)
In consonance with definitions of the average energy U , entropy S , free energy F
and specific heat Cv, the most important thermodynamic and statistical properties of the
system can be written compactly as equations 2.13 [8, 20].
U=Tr(ρˆ.Hˆ)
S= kT(
∂lnZ
∂T
)
F=U−ST
Cv=(
∂U
∂T
)v (2.13)
StatisticalMechanics box contains attributes presented in table 9 in which spin-dependent
attributeswould belong to fermionic systems. This box can choose Band structure, Phonon
dispersion and DOS calculating boxes as it’s parent to get inputs. The Band structure and
Phonon dispersion boxes give it eigenvalues of the system as inputs to calculate partition
function by the equation 2.10 via fermionic or bosonic approach (due to the parent kind).
If one connects this box to the DOS calculating box, the method to calculate partition
function would be different. It should be noted that, the canonical partition function
12
Statistical Mechanics
Options
Minimum Temperature
Maximum Temperature
Number of points
Accuracy
Plotter
Energy
Free Energy
Entropy
Specific Heat
Spin Up
Spin Down
Total
Table 9: Statistical Mechanics calculating box’s attributes
Q(β) is just the Laplace transform of the density of states g(ǫ) (see equation 2.14) [20].
This is a good flight to the statistical world via the density of states of any system.
Q(β)=
∫
g(ǫ)e−βǫdǫ (2.14)
2.9 Optimization Box
The problem is that, one may need to find the atomic positions which would have to be
before starting DFT process. Before proceeding further, it is noticeable that applying a
proper computational method is very critical to produce a better atomic structure. The
method using this classical mechanics for atomic movements is called molecular dynam-
ics (MD). It initially simulates a handful of molecules. By using atoms as the lowest level
of information, MD will be treated for the predictions of static and dynamic properties of
materials at the introductory level. Attributes of the Optimization box are presented in
table 10.
However, there are a lot of applications and methods to find the optimum energy
of the molecular dynamic of a system (ie. Gaussian program‖, MondoSCF package∗∗,
QChem program [21] and etc.), we used siesta package to relax the unit cell.
2.10 Transmission Box
Sometimes we need to study the properties of a system by the Green’s function method.
In this method, the most important property of physical observables in transport, such as
thermal or energy current, is the transmission. The transport of electrons or phonons in a
‖http://www.gaussian.com
∗∗http://www.t12.lanl.gov/home/mchalla/MondoSCF.html
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Optimization
Optimizer Method
Options
Variable Cell
Constant Volume
Relax Cell Only
Broyden Cycle on Max it
Quench
Fire Quench
Aneal Option
Inputs
Itteration
Max Force Tolerance
Max Stress Tolerance
Max CG Displ
Precondition Variable Cell
History Steps
Variables
Outputs Options
Plotter
Total Energy
KS Energy
Volume
Pressure
Temperature
Table 10: Optimization calculating box’s attributes
medium having negligible electrical resistivity is caused by scattering where the system
is assumed to be ballistic. Ballistic conduction is not limited to electrons but can also
apply to phonons. The tight-binding description of transmission through a junction has
been interesting for scientists to observe how much a wave packet would transmit in a
specific energy. This box would calculate both electronic and phononic transmission and
the density of states. In this way, we can also calculate the density of states g(ǫ) of each
part of system by equation 2.2. This box needs the hamiltonians of all parts of the system
which the Tight-binding calculating box gives it them as it’s parent. All attributes one
needs to control this box are presented in table 11 and also this box is able to calculate in
parallel mode.
The concept, which this boxwould use to calculate transmission T(ǫ) is the Landauer-
Bu¨ttiker formalism via Green’s function approach as follows:
T(ǫ)=Tr(ΓˆL.Gˆ.ΓˆR.Gˆ
†) (2.15)
in which G is the retarded green function of the system and Γα is the so-called broad-
ening function of lead α (α = Left or Right). It is given in terms of self-energy of the lead
14
Transmission
Options
Bias Voltage
Minimum Energy
Maximum Energy
Number of points
Broadening
Accuracy
Plotter
Transmission
Center DOS
Left DOS
Right DOS
Spin Up
Spin Down
Total
Table 11: Transmission calculating box’s attributes
Σα as equation 2.16 [19].
Γˆα= i(Σˆα−Σˆ
†
α) (2.16)
In the case of phonon transmission, if the center is ballistic, the formula can be further
simplified. The result for the ballistic system is called Landauer formula with a transmis-
sion function as equation 2.17 known as the Caroli formula.
T(ω)=Tr(Gˆr.ΓˆL.Gˆ
a.ΓˆR) (2.17)
This formula is an efficient way of computing the quantum thermal transport in terms
of the Green’s functions used on treating transport by NEGF which is that of Caroli, et
al. [22, 23].
2.11 Super Cell Box
When one needs to repeat the unit-cell for a finite number at the desire direction this
calculating box has some attributes (Table 12) to do that. This calculating box contains
three vectors and could be connected to the unit-cell box as a child. After setting this box
the project cloud be propelled toward other objectives sought via a DFT box.
Super Cell
Vectors ~V1, ~V2, ~V3
Table 12: Super Cell calculating box’s attributes
15
3 Examples
There is an old Latin saying: Longum iter est per praecepta, breve et efficax per exempla. (It’s
a long way by the rules, but short and efficient with examples). In this section, we will
follow some applied and typical examples and see how everything we learned in the
previous section works. To show flexibility of the CML application and how much it
is simple, we will apply two methods: DFT and tight-binding for three examples: elec-
trical properties of Phosphorene surface by DFT and electrical properties of a Graphene
nanoribbon in tight-binding approximation and phononic properties of a typical chain
(contains two different atoms as atomic basis). The project for Phosphorene could be
easily assembled just like the figure 2. The unit-cell box contains atomic positions of the
Phosphorene surface. By connecting it to the DFT box, the density functional theory will
set up by default values. If we have the exact locations there is no need to setup the Op-
timization box, but here we assume it is needed. To compute the band structure and the
density of states one could just add their boxes as shown in figure 2.
Figure 2: CML project for DFT process
After starting the process one can follow the progress of molecular dynamics by the
plotter attribute of the Optimization box. It is strongly recommended to check ener-
gies if the system can converge or no. Figure 3c shows the variety of the total energy
and the pressure by steps. Also, the band-structure box contains the k-paths which
are set by the user. After completing the run, the density of states and the band struc-
ture of the Phosphorene can be plotted respectively by plotter attributes of the DOS and
Band-structure calculating boxes as shown in figure 3a. Also, one may need to add the
Statistical-Mechanics box for finding out the electronic specific heat of Phosphorene. (fig-
ure 3b)
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Figure 3: (Colour online) Electronic properties of Phosphorene surface: (a)Energy bands
and DOS of Phosphorene, (b)Electronic specific heat of Phosphorene, (c)Molecular dy-
namic’s total energy and pressure.
Figure 4 shows a CMLproject to calculate electronic properties of a Graphene nanorib-
bon. The first calculating box contains hamiltonians of the system and other boxes can
easily connect to their parrents to calculate transmission, current and statistical properties
of the nanoribbon.
Tight-binding
Transmission
Figure 4: CML project to calculate electronic properties of a Graphene nanoribbon
Figure 5b shows the transmission of the nanoribbon. Note that when we talk about
nanoribbon as a junction, it means that the leads are made of the samematterial which are
used in center part. So the hamiltonians of the left and the right leads must be exactly the
same as the center one. Also, it should be noted that, the system attribute shown in Table
6 is different for calculating band structure and others. For band structure calculating, it
must be set on nanoribbon and for others, it has to be a junction. Figure 5a shows energy
bands of graphene nanoribbon and the density of states side by side. Also, statistical
mean energy of electrons in a graphene nanoribbon is shown in figure 5c.
To calculate phononic dispersion and transmission and density of states for a chain
one needs to assemble a project just shown in figure 4. The first calculating box contains
dynamical matrix of the chain and the system attribute (Table 6) set on Nanoribbon for
Dispersion box and set on Junction for Transmission box. As shown in figure 6, Disper-
sion box connected to the Tight-binding box calculates dispersion and another box calcu-
lates phononic transmission and DOS. Figure 7a shows acoustic and optical branches and
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Figure 5: (Colour online) Electronic properties of Graphene nanoribbon: (a)Energy bands
and DOS of Graphene nanoribbon, (b)Transmission of Graphene nanoribbon, (c)Mean
energy of Graphene nanoribbon.
figures 7b and 7c show the results of transmission and density of states for this project.
Tight-binding
Transmission
Figure 6: CML project to calculate phononic dispersion of a chain.
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Figure 7: (Colour online) Phononic properties of a typical chain consist of two different
atoms as atomic basis: (a)Dispersion, (b)Transmission, (c)Density of states.
4 Summary
In summary, CondensedMatter Laboratory (CML) is introduced as a user-friendly appli-
cation in the field of quantum computing simulation. The significant parts and important
abilities of the CMLwerementioned compactly and shown howmuch it is easy to use. In
18
short, the most important methods we used in this application are the density functional
theory and the Green’s function theory in the tight-binding approximation. It is capa-
ble of simulating electronic and phononic properties of solids and nanostructures (ie.
dispersion, transmission, density of states, current, etc). Also, it is able to calculate ther-
modynamic properties by means of statistical mechanics approaches. After that, some
examples were presented to show the usages of the different parts of this application.
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